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Russia’s war on Ukraine is stressing
the global geopolitical environment
while accelerating commercial and
geo-economic realignments
The international landscape has been overwhelmed by Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s invasion of Ukraine. The invasion initially failed to achieve Putin’s
myriad geopolitical objectives — especially the decapitation of the Ukrainian
government for rapid submission to Russian demands. After the second attempt
at overtaking Kyiv failed, Putin shifted to a new plan that included threats of
nuclear or chemical weapons of mass destruction against enemy targets.
This invasion is a shocking escalation in a series of recent military operations by
a Russian nuclear-armed G20 military and commodity superpower confident it
could assault a weaker non-NATO European neighbor. For the first time in nearly
a half-century, the world is contemplating the consequential real-time possibility
of a miscalculation leading to a nuclear exchange.

“Brinkmanship is the deliberate creation of a recognizable risk,
a risk that one does not completely control. It is the tactic of
deliberately letting the situation get somewhat out of hand,
just because it being out of hand may be intolerable to the other
party and force his accommodation.”
			 — Thomas C. Schelling, The Strategy of Conflict, 1981
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An over-active NATO defense could inadvertently lead to the obliteration of American cities that potentially
destroys the United States of America as a functioning nation-state, a concept most Americans and
Westerners under the age of 45 have never seriously deemed possible. The greater strategic challenge
now for the Biden administration, and for leaders of NATO allies and European Union partners, is how
to confront Russia directly and indirectly without risking nuclear war on an intercontinental scale.
The gravest, most fateful, and momentous decision a U.S. president could ever make is whether to lead
the country to war — risking certain death for many soldiers and agony for their families — and burdening
the U.S. economy with massive expenditures paid with higher taxes, greater debt, or both.
The Washington debate continues about how President Biden should effectively lead an American and
NATO response to the invasion — variously called the greatest geopolitical crisis since Saddam Hussein’s
Iraqi army invaded Kuwait in 1990, the 1973 Arab-Israeli Yom Kippur War, the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis,
the 1951 Korean War, or even World War II.
Also, on the geo-economic front, the U.S. and most advanced economies already confront multiple
internal market problems, if not crises, involving energy and food inflation and disrupted supply chains
in the aftermath of the global pandemic lockdowns — all now compounded by the jolts of the war
in Ukraine.

“The results confirm a rapidly worsening outlook for the world economy, underpinned by
rising food, fuel and fertilizer prices, heightened financial volatility, sustainable development
divestment, complex global supply chain reconfigurations, and mounting trade costs.”
							 — United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 3/16/2022
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Putin launches an imperial war, while Ukraine pays the price
In 2014, after the populist expulsion of Ukraine’s pro-Russia president, Putin annexed Ukraine’s strategic Black
Sea region of Crimea — heavily populated by ethnic Russians and home to the Russian navy’s Black Sea fleet in
Sevastopol. Months later, Moscow-backed separatists took control of Ukraine’s two easternmost provinces in
the Donbas region, also populated by ethnic Russians. In reality, Russia’s war on Ukraine has been ongoing for
the past eight years — even if diplomatic and media coverage was minimal until Russia’s recent armored
invasion of the country.

Putin continues to use tactics such as targeted military operations and political subversion — to
which the global West has yet to establish an effective deterrent or instill any punitive response.
The invasion is ongoing with no clear military outcome in sight. But the policy debate about how the global West
could support and assist Ukraine remains especially pronounced on establishing a no-fly zone in Ukraine to
protect civilians from Russian air assaults and bombardment. Many polls showed that most Americans initially
supported a no-fly zone for life-saving humanitarian purposes, as did lawmakers of both parties. But there is no
such thing as a half-measure or “light” no-fly zone to protect just civilians. Establishing a U.S.-led NATO-enforced
no-fly zone in Ukraine, designed to deprive Russia of its airpower superiority, would require direct and sustained
combat with the Russian air force. It would mean shooting down Russian fighter jets and require the destruction
of Russian anti-aircraft missile systems on Ukrainian territory — and possibly of air bases within Russia from
where fire strikes at distant Ukrainian targets are launched — to protect NATO fighter pilots and aircraft.
Every air force in a NATO coalition would likely have different rules of engagement, compounding the problem.
Operational command by NATO, national air forces, or the Ukrainian military would have to first be decided and
implemented. NATO fighter jets would also have to be accompanied by fleets of intelligence and surveillance
aircraft, communications planes, and aerial tankers, among others. A no-fly zone over Ukraine is a full-on NATO
declaration of war against Russia — and potentially the beginning of a wider Eurasian or world war, which
includes possible nuclear escalation — a threshold that President Biden is unwilling to cross.
NATO’s decision-making process is complicated by Moscow’s high-risk military doctrine of “escalate to
de-escalate,” which openly contemplates increasing the intensity of violence — including the use of tactical
short-range nuclear weapons — to achieve a conventional military outcome with more favorable terms. This
doctrine is difficult for Western militaries to grapple with, given that their planning focuses more on whether to
declare a “no first strike” policy — more for moral over strategic reasons. But Russian military strategy holds
fewer compunctions. They view war as man’s permanent condition, not necessarily constrained or replaced
by an international rules-based order.
Putin also understands that if Russia and NATO are engaged in a direct conflict, NATO would likely prevail in a
purely conventional war. To prevent that outcome, he is likely prepared to use nuclear weapons within a military
doctrine that is credible and executable. Moscow possesses some of the world’s most advanced air and missile
defense systems precisely because Putin and his military expect to need them to protect their forces and their
population from the U.S. and NATO — and therefore stand ready to strike first where they deem appropriate.
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From a geo-economic perspective, an outcome that restores Russia’s $1.4 trillion economy (the world’s eleventh
largest) to international trade and finance markets would deliver widespread benefits and returns. Russia remains
the world’s third-largest oil producer — accounting for more than 10% of global production. Russia is also the
world’s largest exporter of fertilizers, critical minerals, and rare earths (such as palladium, which is essential for
the global automobile sector). Together, Russia and Ukraine supply 25% of global wheat exports — especially
valuable for countries in northern Africa and the Middle East which are considered to be “food insecure.” But
to deliver these significant commodity exports to global markets, Russia remains highly dependent on Western
technology, semiconductors, and oil equipment — from which it is now largely cut off.

Wheat imports within the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region
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Sources: Observatory of Economic Complexity, Italian Institute for International Political Studies, “War in Ukraine: A Food Crisis in the MENA region?”, 3/10/22.

Ukraine produces about 70% of the world’s neon gas — an essential component in semiconductor production.
Neon must first be refined to ultra-high purity, and much of the global supply depends upon a single factory in
Ukraine’s busiest international port in Odessa — which Putin may seek to eventually overtake as the invasion
grinds on. The de facto Russian blockade of the Black Sea, which Ukraine needs to access global markets,
means that the small number of neon-specialized ships are backed up. If global chipmakers have about eight
weeks of neon supply on hand, then downstream companies, especially automakers, may face severe
production disruptions beginning this summer.
Control of the Black Sea region is one of Putin’s original goals for launching the invasion. He sought to complete
what was begun with the 2014 annexation of Crimea: Protect a major Russian naval base in Sevastopol, while
promoting the separatist war he supported in Ukraine’s eastern Donbas region (densely populated by ethnic
Russian speakers). He seems to be pursuing the undisputed control of the north Black Sea to close off Ukraine’s
global markets access at will. One might also consider Putin’s desire to bring ten million more ethnic Russians
into his country’s 145 million population orbit — given the country’s dramatic demographic decline in recent
decades. Ultimately, this would advance the decoupling of Ukraine from both the European Union and NATO,
and foster a greater reliance on Moscow — with a strategic objective of exploiting Ukraine’s vulnerability to
re-establish Russia as Europe’s dominant power.
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Putin perceives NATO as an offensive alliance that deliberately seeks to undermine and threaten Russian
security along its western borders with Europe — a largely open and flat grassland across which Polish,
Swedish, French, and German armies have invaded Russia over the past several centuries. But his
invasion has inadvertently led to the partial reconsolidation of the NATO alliance against Putin’s interests —
after years of moribund military expenditures and internal debates about its future European and global
missions. It is, therefore, especially odd that weeks after the invasion was launched, Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky conceded that his country would likely not join NATO for the foreseeable future — a
demand Putin had issued in December 2021. Ukraine’s military, maintaining a determined resistance, is
not a long-term match for the overwhelming might of the admittedly underperforming Russian military.
It will be extremely difficult to dislodge Russian military forces from Crimea, Donbas, or the Black Sea
regions they now control.

Putin perceives NATO as an offensive alliance that deliberately seeks to undermine and
threaten Russian security along its western borders with Europe.
Russia will likely secure those additional territorial objectives in any credible ceasefire and long-term
settlement, leaving behind a ruptured and weakened Ukraine. The question that may bedevil future
historians will center on why Ukraine chose not to negotiate the terms of concessions similar to Putin’s
pre-invasion demands. Perhaps it is the failure of the Western imagination to consider that Putin would
ever order a massive armored assault on Ukraine in 2022, in defiance of the globalized order in place
since the early 1990s.
It is largely NATO members that have joined with the U.S. to sanction Russia. Japan, South Korea,
Australia, and Taiwan have also offered valued support. But claims of an “international community” that
does not actually exist to have nearly unanimously imposed sharp sanctions on Russia are not accurate,
and reflect an American and Western confirmation bias of the moral righteousness of their positions
against Russia. For instance, leading Asian powers China and India have been circumspect about their
political stances — as have South Africa, Brazil, and nearly three dozen countries (including five of the
world’s leading non-Western economies — in Asia, Africa, and Latin America) — and abstained from
U.N. Security Council condemnations of Russia’s unprovoked invasion of its weaker neighbor.
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Countries that condemned Russia’s attack on Ukraine

CONDEMNED ATTACK
NEUTRAL STANCE
PRO-RUSSIAN STANCE
NO RESPONSE

Sources: United Nations, Media Reports, Statista Research, 3/3/22.

India’s reluctance to fully endorse sanctions has confused many Western observers who note New Delhi’s
growing security partnership with the U.S. due to apprehension about China’s belligerence along their Himalayan
border and growing presence in the Indian Ocean. But India relies on Russia for key oil supplies, wheat, fertilizers,
and weapons. Moscow has also consistently supported India’s position on the Kashmir region contested by both
Pakistan and China. India doesn’t appear to share many U.S. concerns in Ukraine. From a purely national interest
perspective, maintaining tranquility with China may be New Delhi’s primary objective — especially perceiving no
serious threat to its security from the Ukraine invasion.
Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Mexico, Indonesia, and most countries in the global South have also chosen
not to join the Western sanctions regime. Many of these countries prize their commercial ties, energy trade, and
military hardware procurement from Russia. Also, from a core, national interest perspective, they prefer to sit out
the diplomatic debates over the war and not overtly alienate either Russia, the U.S., or the EU. They will seek to
remain balanced in their approaches and push back against pressures from Washington and Brussels.

There are a number of countries that still prize their ties with Russia, and from a core, national
interest perspective, prefer to sit out the diplomatic debates over the war and not overtly alienate
either Russia, the U.S., or the EU.
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Though Putin is not as globally isolated as the White House would wish, his country certainly is ostracized from
a trade, currency, and finance perspective — given the continued global dominance and newfound role of the
U.S. dollar in international security. This greatly complicates the process for external intermediaries, especially the
leaders of France, Israel, and Turkey, that are able to speak with both Putin and Zelensky to possibly facilitate a
ceasefire process. The inability of the NATO allies to determine the optimal strategy for engaging or confronting
Putin after more than a decade of diplomatic hostility from Moscow is equally perplexing.
Germany and France seek a more collaborative process, recognizing the raw geopolitical power of Europe’s
major energy supplier and business partner. The United Kingdom and Hungary have sought a more balanced
approach, recognizing the perennial Russian threat against European security, but also acknowledging that
further sanctions against Putin and his circle could severely wound European economies. Front line countries
such as Poland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are geographically insecure and vulnerable to Russian military
assaults directly or through Belarus, whose government is considered subservient to Putin. To date, Brussels is
unable to cohere around a unified stance toward Russia. Some EU members have called for arming Ukraine with
fighter jets and advanced anti-aircraft missile systems. Other EU members sought to persuade Putin that realistic
and advantageous off-ramps are available and encourage Zelensky to negotiate conditions that largely reflect
provisions of the Russia-Ukraine Minsk 2 agreement to which his predecessor agreed in 2015.
The Biden administration has largely delegated the negotiations to its European counterparts, emphasizing the
need for the greatest NATO unity which remains elusive. All the while, the failure of European foreign policy
became evident as Europe was simultaneously financing both sides in this war: Russia through the continued
purchase of oil and natural gas and Ukraine through varying levels of armaments and humanitarian aid.
To the degree that war continues deep into the spring, Russia has at its disposal not only the most menacing
nuclear and conventional weapons, but also the option of asymmetric geo-economic warfare against the U.S.,
its European and Asian allies sanctioning Russia, wreaking havoc, exacerbating tensions, and unleashing
unintended consequences for regional order and the global economy. For example, Putin can proceed to restrict
sales of critical metals, such as titanium and palladium, essential for Western applications in aerospace, lasers,
electronics, and advanced weaponry. He can also deploy targeted cyberattacks against significant corporate
targets such as investment banks, hedge funds, stock exchanges, transnational corporations, and technology
companies, as well as large-scale business operations related to agriculture, energy, defense, and
telecommunications in the U.S. and Europe.
The issue of Putin’s personal security adds yet another strategic layer of careful political, diplomatic, and military
planning — especially after President Biden thrust the issue of potential regime change during his late March visit
to U.S. soldiers and Ukrainian refugees in Poland. Just one week earlier, every member of the House Intelligence
Committee, Democrat and Republican alike, signed a letter urging Director of National Intelligence (DNI) Avril
Haines to collect and preserve evidence of war crimes by Putin and the Russian military in Ukraine. The
lawmakers revealed that the Biden administration is committed to supporting investigations by the International
Criminal Court and other institutions into Russia’s conduct. President Biden in mid-March called Putin a “war
criminal” who “cannot remain in power.” Though he later clarified he was expressing his personal moral outrage,
he may have also muddled the effort to coordinate U.S. and EU policies that incentivize Putin to negotiate a
ceasefire. It will also be difficult to establish a meaningful tribunal, given that Russia sits on the United Nations
Human Rights Council.
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Upon further examination, the calls for regime change in Russia — emotionally charged given reports of mass
civilian atrocities — do not necessarily produce a superior outcome. The assumption that a post-Putin Russian
leadership is peaceful, liberal, and pro-Western is not a given. Given Russia’s history over the centuries, it is
likelier the country will continue to be led by a dictatorial or ultra-nationalist strongman controlling thousands
of nuclear warheads. In the end, as with the governing leadership in Beijing, stability in Russia may be the
paramount strategic interest in Russia, at least from a realistic foreign policy perspective, if not from the
humanitarian interventionist.
By crossing the threshold from the diplomatic to the personal, an envisioned Biden-Putin summit to negotiate
a new nuclear weapons limitation agreement may now be substantially delayed. This would affect the future of
strategic arms treaties affecting the homeland security of both the U.S. and Russia, as well as intermediate-range
nuclear missile deployments that impact the security of Europe.
Europe must also focus on its decade-old deliberate policy of energy insecurity, or scarcity, in the aftermath
of Russia’s invasion and the swift and deep Western sanctions levied against Putin and the Russian economy.
Coming to the stark realization that dependence on Russian hydrocarbons would not foster greater
interdependence between Moscow and its European neighbors — essentially that the gamble of former
German Chancellor Angela Merkel to rapidly transition to renewables was a colossal strategic blunder —
the EU is now racing to secure oil and natural gas supplies from alternate sources.

Russian gas dependency: Share of gas supply in selected European countries
(2020 or latest available)
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After Russia’s 40% of gas supplies, the EU’s major gas suppliers are Norway (16%), Algeria (8%), and Qatar (5%).
Norway and Algeria are already exporting their maximum gas production capacity to Europe. Qatar has been
willing to deliver additional supplies, but most of its available natural gas is obligated under binding contracts with
Asian countries.
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The Biden administration has stepped up with an offer to provide additional liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports to
Europe, which already reached a record high last year. Additional volumes to Europe would require EU countries
to undergo new expenditures for infrastructure changes such as regasification terminals to manage growing LNG
deliveries. To receive shipped American LNG, Berlin has ordered the construction of two terminals on its North
Sea coast. Neither the U.S., Qatar, nor other countries with additional gas capacity are expected to be able to
replace Russian natural gas in the short- to medium-term.
Germany insists that the EU will not cut off natural gas purchases from Russia, enabling Putin to generate
between $500 million to $1 billion every day in hydrocarbon sales to Europe that fund his military operations in
Ukraine. Chancellor Olaf Scholz stated bluntly, “At the moment, Europe’s supply of energy for heat generation,
mobility, power supply, and industry cannot be secured in any other way. It is therefore of essential importance
for the provision of public services and the daily lives of our citizens.” This is the essence of the unnecessary and
wholly avoidable energy crisis that EU decisions created for its member countries — and will remain in place well
into 2023.

Germany insists that the EU will not cut off natural gas purchases from Russia, enabling Putin to
generate between $500 million to $1 billion every day in hydrocarbon sales to Europe that fund
his military operations in Ukraine.
A declaration of a strategic realignment of the trans-Atlantic relationship with Russia is therefore premature.
An example of such ambition holds that a newly-united global West, led again by the U.S., would open the door
to a more muscular NATO posture predicated on a vastly increased German military budget and the potential
entry into the alliance of both Sweden and Finland, with its 830-mile-long border with Russia. It would also
globally project newfound geo-economic power in the wake of Russia’s military setbacks, built upon stronger
and more harmonized German-French coordination on EU trade, contingent energy resilience, and revived global
commerce. But as Berlin decided to suspend further permit reviews and approvals of Russia’s Nord Stream 2
pipeline pending the outcome of the war, it has rejected calls to shut down the Nord Stream 1 pipeline, which
has been pumping 55 billion cubic meters of Russian natural gas to Germany since 2011.
Perhaps the most astonishing development to emerge from Berlin in the wake of the invasion is Scholz’s
announcement that Germany would send 2,700 anti-aircraft missiles, 1,000 anti-tank weapons, 500 Stinger
surface-to-air missiles, and armored vehicles to the Ukrainian military as the first step in the remilitarization of
German foreign policy. This also involves an increase in defense spending to exceed two percent of GDP —
a goal agreed to by all alliance members in 2014, which most still fail to achieve.
The defense boost will begin with the creation this year of a $113 billion defense fund that doubles Germany’s
2022 military expenditures. This significant turn of German military strategy constitutes a dramatic rejection of
Merkel’s policy of economic dependence on Moscow. Germany’s energy reliance on Russia rose from 36% of
total gas imports just eight years ago to 55% currently. Merkel agreed to the construction of Nord Stream 2 even
after the Kremlin’s 2014 annexation of Crimea. Scholz may have understood that statecraft and diplomacy can
only be effective when backed by force, especially against a great power with military and strategic ambitions
such as Russia.
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If Germany adheres to this commitment for the long term, a more assertive Berlin could potentially alter EU and
wider European affairs significantly. Several NATO countries that suffered grievously at the hands of Germany’s
military during the Second World War maintain strong memories of harsh occupation. They will be concerned
about the revitalization of a muscular German military — especially after 75 mostly peaceful years in Europe. Most
likely, they will seek additional security guarantees from the U.S., as Poland has already requested, in the form
of permanent basing and more troops, facilities, and other tangible demonstrations of reassurance against any
potential future strains with a remilitarized Germany. After all, NATO’s first Secretary-General explained in 1952
that the alliance’s purpose was “to keep the Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans down.”
France, now the only nuclear-armed military power in the EU after the United Kingdom’s withdrawal, may also
resist German plans from within the bloc. Paris has ceded the mantle of continental economic power to Berlin,
while it pushes for EU “strategic autonomy” and exerts power projection in the Indo-Pacific region and many
African countries. In contrast, Germany, the U.K., and key Eastern European countries prefer to emphasize
NATO’s role in European security, to underscore Washington’s importance within the trans-Atlantic framework.
This division of EU economic and military primacy between Germany and France has proven advantageous for
European prosperity and peace over the decades. The possibility that Germany will upset that delicate balance
and compete with France for military primacy in the EU as well may generate new tensions between the bloc’s
two most prominent members.
Germany’s quasi-pacifist politics date back decades, especially due to German atrocities in the Second World
War and the Holocaust, and continue to exert a profound influence on several political parties. Scholz’s own
Social Democratic Party includes a sizable pacifist wing that promoted under-investment in the country’s defense
as a coalition partner in twelve of the past sixteen years. Two other quasi-pacifist parties in the Bundestag
comprise just under one-fifth of all federal parliamentary representatives. One of those, the opposition Left Party,
already criticized Scholz’s decision to purchase almost three dozen nuclear-capable F-35s from the U.S. to
modernize Germany’s air force.
Just prior to the invasion, the German government had insisted it might not even spend one percent of GDP on
defense, that Nord Stream 2 would be moved forward, that Berlin would send no weapons to Ukraine, and that
Estonia would not be permitted to deliver artillery to Kyiv that formerly belonged to West Germany during the
Cold War. Scholz denied overflight permission for British flights carrying weapons for the Ukrainian army. After
the shock of the invasion recedes, the durability of Scholz’s defense spending commitment may turn out to be
conditional upon the terms of a ceasefire or compromise peace agreement between Russia and Ukraine —
especially as emotionally charged media imagery of civil destruction and civilian suffering eventually diminish.
These German parties are also the major proponents of the country’s dedication to climate policies that center
on a rapid transition of its heavily-industrialized economy from oil, natural gas, and nuclear to solar, wind, biofuel,
and other renewable forms of energy. They can be expected to oppose a return to German dependence on
hydrocarbons, even in the short-term, while either Berlin or Moscow potentially disrupts Russian energy supplies.
Yet these renewable energy sources require critical minerals such as graphite, manganese, lithium, nickel, and
cobalt to function.
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China is the main processor, manufacturer, and supplier of the raw materials, components, and finished solar
panels and windmills needed to fulfill renewable climate goals in Germany — and more broadly within the EU.
It controls 50% of global wind turbine production capacity, 60% of global solar module manufacturing, and 88%
of global lithium-ion storage battery production — according to energy research consultancy Wood Mackenzie.
More than 40% of global solar-grade polysilicon comes from Xinjiang, where China is accused of forced labor
practices against its Uighur Muslim minority to build the world’s solar panels. As a result, EU energy policies
have led to its dependence upon Russia for hydrocarbons and China for renewables, rather than becoming
independent, making use of hydrocarbons readily available within Europe or building an internal renewable
energy sector that can compete with China.

China is the main processor, manufacturer, and supplier of the raw materials, components, and
finished solar panels and windmills needed to fulfill renewable climate goals in Germany — and
more broadly within the EU.
The stark choices facing European governments will become more apparent as calls to completely boycott
Russian energy supplies grow louder. The European Commission declared its plan to reduce energy dependence
on Russia by two-thirds by January 2023. This comprehensive policy decision, if successful at zeroing out all
Russian energy imports, would necessitate a near-quadrupling of solar and wind power installations in Europe by
2030 from current levels. Rather than build European-dominated energy resilience and greater independence from
external hostile adversaries through domestic sources, this would effectively replace Russian leverage over EU
economies with Chinese leverage.
Despite these ambitious climate policies, all twenty-seven EU members continue to fail to meet their 2015 Paris
Agreement obligations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, improve financial preparedness against climate
impacts, and direct finance flows to emission reduction projects — according to a new report by the Climate
Action Tracker analysis team. The European Commission pledged to reduce overall fossil fuel use by 40% by
2030. Recent history offers a stern reminder: During the eight years leading up to 2020, the EU reduced its share
of fossil fuels in its primary energy consumption from 76% to 71%. Slashing that amount by 40% in just eight
more years will be an extraordinary, if not improbable, task.
Meanwhile, Moscow’s threat to demand rubles for payments of continued energy supplies is forcing EU
governments to consider fuel rationing, formal consumption reduction mandates, and other drastic measures
to cope with possible shortages. Germany is launching an emergency plan to manage gas supplies and French
energy regulators seek to reassure their citizens. The Dutch government is urging consumers to reduce their
gas usage, and the Greek government is considering purchasing rubles to maintain current supplies. If Moscow
extends its ruble demand to also pay for oil, coal, grain, fertilizers, metals, and other key commodities, some
European countries may fall into recession.
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China walks a fine line amid global upheaval
Outside the global West, the key power that may avoid many of the pitfalls of retaliation against Russia is China —
which has maintained a relatively low-key profile on the global stage despite urgent calls from Washington,
Brussels, and other major capitals for a harder public stance against the invasion. Beijing has sought to maintain
a careful balance between its renewed strategic alignment with Moscow, declared in a February joint statement
from the Beijing Olympics, and the need to preserve critical access to U.S. and Western financial and technological
resources for the foreseeable future to sustain high-growth policies for economic security and development.
The detailed statement, based on their common portrayal of the U.S. as a malign global influence, asserted that
the friendship between China and Russia is unlimited. This includes space exploration, artificial intelligence, and
control of the Internet — with no forbidden areas of cooperation to build a new international order based on their
non-Western interpretations of human rights and democracy.
In the context of the Ukraine invasion, Beijing’s recent actions are noteworthy. As early as November 2021, China
began to purchase large quantities of Russia-supplied cargoes of crude oil and petrochemicals, grains, fertilizers,
and feed ingredients on a “free-on-board basis,” holding claim to these purchased goods as soon as they were
loaded for shipment. For large international seaborne trade shipments, sellers traditionally assume responsibility
for goods until delivery, and the cost of shipping, insurance, and warrants. In these purchases, Chinese buyers
assumed responsibility for loading and absorbed the higher delivery risk. That could have been because Beijing,
alerted in late 2021 that Moscow had decided to invade Ukraine, anticipated a possible sanctions regime,
maritime embargo, or other potential disruption of trade flows, especially if China was found to be assisting
Russia in circumventing those sanctions.

China has been importing more grain and other food year-over-year to keep up
with consumption
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Sources: General Administration of Customs of China (2020), Nikkei Asia, “China Hoards Over Half the World’s Grain, Pushing Up Global Prices,” 12/23/21.
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Also noteworthy is that China did not begin evacuating 6,000 nationals in Ukraine, including 3,000 students, until one
week after the invasion. Xi may have calculated that Zelensky would quickly succumb to Russian pressure, as Putin
believed in early February when he met with Xi at the Beijing Olympics. Xi may have also believed that the Russian
invasion would be swift and decisive, blitzkrieg-like, rather than the protracted and costly slog it has become.
At the same time the February joint statement was issued, the Kremlin-controlled energy company Gazprom
announced an estimated $117 billion deal to divert gas from fields that currently supply Europe to China instead
via pipeline. The original “Power of Siberia” pipeline has been delivering Russian gas to China since 2019 under a
thirty-year $400 billion agreement. With a new interconnector system, the advanced “Power of Siberia 2” pipeline
network could deliver another fifty billion cubic meters of Russian natural gas annually to China via Mongolia.
China already secures about 40% of its crude oil supplies from Russia via the 2,500-mile East Siberia Pacific
Ocean pipeline financed by $50 billion in Chinese loans.
Beijing has a strategic interest in expanding its energy grid to Russian sources. For decades, it has depended
upon international waterways and shipping lanes patrolled by the U.S. Navy and its regional allies to secure access
to global oil and natural gas supplies. Under its Belt Road Initiative, a major objective of the Chinese Communist
Party has been to diversify not only its energy sourcing, but also the means of transportation. Overland routes to
Russia, through central Asia, and potentially to the Middle East through Pakistan, provide greater energy security
for a country that cannot provide for its yawning energy needs from domestic sources alone.

China’s Belt Road Initiative seeks to re-route and dominate future supply chains in
countries whose location, ports, and markets are critical to Beijing’s international
trade objectives
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Russia’s war on Ukraine is stressing the global geopolitical environment while accelerating commercial and geo-economic realignments

China also seeks greater access to the development of valuable natural resources in Russia’s Siberian far east
region — especially plentiful timber, coal, iron ore, and other commodities. In 2021, Chinese imports of just
Russian timber and related products exceeded $4 billion. China’s massive energy, commodity, and food import
needs give it sound reason to forge with Putin. But the colossal scale of China’s needs also steers it toward
stable and diverse sourcing, rather than reliance on a single erratic source.
Despite the unlimited scope of their new partnership, Moscow will continue to hedge against such Chinese
access — fearful of Beijing’s rising influence in this otherwise underpopulated Russian region. In 1969, military
clashes broke out between Russia and China over territorial disputes along their respective Siberia-Heilongjiang
border. Moscow is also concerned that China’s Belt Road investments through central Asia have forged closer
ties with governments in Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan — all former Soviet republics, which Putin
considers within Russia’s imperial reach.
Despite Putin’s mistrust, Russia may have fewer options after the most recent wave of sanctions. According to
World Bank and United Nations trade data, China has already emerged as Russia’s largest export destination.
China and Russia had begun developing cross-border payment systems using their own currencies to settle
bilateral trade as early as 2010. Moscow accelerated that strategy after Western sanctions were imposed in 2014
in response to the annexation of Crimea, limiting the ability of Russian state firms and banks to raise financing in
Western markets. The yuan accounted for 13% of the Russian central bank’s foreign currency reserves in June
2021, compared with just 0.1% in June 2017 — with Moscow’s dollar holdings dropping to 16.4% from 46.3% in
the same period. Prior to these latest and more stringent sanctions, more than 80% of Russia’s daily foreign
exchange transactions and half its trade had been conducted in dollars.

China and Russia had begun developing cross-border payment systems using their own currencies
to settle bilateral trade as early as 2010 and accelerated that strategy after Western sanctions
were imposed in 2014 in response to the annexation of Crimea.
By early April, Beijing was still proceeding with great caution on the commerce and diplomacy fronts, limiting its
overt assistance to its new strategic partner. Foremost, Xi could be anxious about possible secondary sanctions
on Chinese banks circumventing the sanctions on Russia and that could deny those banks indispensable access
to dollars and euros. China still needs to preserve its economic relationship with the global West, especially in
trade, technology, and foreign direct investments.
Xi is looking to the Chinese Communist Party Congress scheduled in November to secure his third consecutive
term as General Secretary of the party — the foundational platform for both his presidency and his chairmanship
of the Central Military Commission — granting him control over the entire Chinese military. Even as it undermines
the territorial sovereignty of its immediate neighbors in Asia, China’s government prefers order and stability on the
global landscape. To stave off any potential competition, Xi needs to be perceived as a responsible global leader
by party stalwarts, and that includes dealing with the aftermath of the invasion.
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Hu Wei, Vice Chairman of China’s State Council Public Policy Research Center, published an essay in early
March on possible war outcomes and corresponding countermeasure options. He warned his Chinese audience
that Beijing could be greatly weakened after the war, given Moscow’s military performance and potential long-term
commercial and diplomatic isolation. He described a future in which China would also become more isolated, and
that “China cannot be tied to Putin and needs to be cut off as soon as possible.” Though he insisted his analysis
was objective and represented no party in China, censors deleted it from Chinese-language media.
Total trade between China and Russia jumped 35% in 2021 to a record $146 billion — with Russia serving as a
major source of oil, gas, coal, and agriculture commodities. At over 15% of China’s oil imports, Russia is China’s
second-biggest oil supplier after Saudi Arabia.1 Since Western sanctions were imposed in 2014 after Russia
annexed Crimea, bilateral trade has expanded by more than 50%, and China has become Russia’s biggest
export market. Xi and Putin had previously stated they aimed for a total trade amount equating to $200 billion
by 2024. The new target unveiled in their February strategic partnership statement is now $250 billion.

Total trade between China and Russia jumped 35% in 2021 to a record $146 billion — with Russia
serving as a major source of oil, gas, coal, and agriculture commodities. At over 15% of China’s oil
imports, Russia is China’s second-biggest oil supplier after Saudi Arabia.1
At the right time, depending on the state of Russia’s economy under the weight of Western sanctions, and
with the possibility of heavily discounted pricing, Beijing may seek to secure as much oil, natural gas, and raw
materials from Russia as possible. Chinese state-owned enterprises would identify and acquire or partner with
energy and commodity companies — especially oil, gas, timber — as well as high-grade ordnance that can
provide greater resilience for China’s own strategic needs. China would also pursue secured access to Russia’s
rare earth elements critical to the global technology industry and increasingly underpinning broader economic
sectors as they, in turn, become more tech-dependent. In December, Beijing approved the creation of a
mega-merger of three of China’s largest rare-earth metals state-owned enterprises to form China Rare Earth
Group — now the world’s second-largest, rare earths producer, accounting for 30% of China’s total rare earth
metals production and more than 60% of its heavy rare earth metals production.
Beijing has long sought to consolidate its rare earths industry, given its strategic importance in technology,
defense, energy, telecommunications, smartphones, electric vehicles, and other leading and emerging sectors.
China currently controls over 85% of rare earths processing worldwide. Further control over such vital natural
resources via land pipelines, rail, and highway routes provides Beijing additional leverage in its trade disputes
with the U.S. and the EU, as it exercised against Japan in 2010 — and further frees China’s economy from
ongoing dependence on U.S.-protected international shipping lanes and chokepoint stresses.2
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The Taiwan issue looms largest in the aftermath of Ukraine
The People’s Liberation Army remains ever fearful of a potential maritime blockade of China, especially of energy
and food products, in the event of a conflict over Taiwan or other disputes China has with its Asian neighbors.
China’s independence from the high seas for national or societal survival is a strategic goal of the Chinese
Communist Party — with consequential ramifications for China’s relations with the U.S. Of course, the Russian
sanctions regime showed that the West does not need to engage in kinetic military operations to try to choke off
one of the world’s largest economies.
Shortly after the sanctions were imposed, Beijing officials must have understood that the economy was still
inordinately dependent on the daily arrival of human and animal food to sustain social well-being and essential
food supplies. This vulnerability now has even greater strategic implications. Chinese military planners have
been warning they can destroy U.S. aircraft carriers defending Taiwan against a possible Chinese invasion. If
such actions are undertaken, the U.S. could build another sanctions regime that effectively ends the import of
agricultural and energy supplies to China, generating utter social unrest and threatening the Communist Party’s
hold on power.
With an eye to its long-standing claims to Taiwan, China regards the maintenance of national territorial integrity
as an important diplomatic principle — the legal and diplomatic foundation for Beijing’s reluctance to support
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine more openly — even as it expresses empathy for Russia’s security concerns in
Europe. China also views Taiwan far differently than Putin does Ukraine, an independent sovereign nation-state
for thirty years. Since 1949, the Chinese Communist Party has viewed Taiwan as a rogue province that must be
brought to heel and accept Beijing’s sovereign rule.
In a series of Senate and House Intelligence Committee hearings in March, U.S. intelligence chiefs said Taiwan is
a major flashpoint in bilateral relations — reflecting on China’s President Xi Jinping’s determined public statements
and those of other Chinese leaders to compel Taiwan to unify with the mainland on Beijing’s terms, including the
possible use of military force. Director of National Intelligence Avril Haines said intelligence analysts believe the
unified Western support for sanctions on Russia has given Beijing’s leaders pause regarding near-time military
action against Taiwan. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Director William Burns said that despite Russia’s military
setbacks in Ukraine, the Chinese Communist Party remains resolved to ultimately gain full sovereign control of
Taiwan. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) Director, Lieutenant General Scott Berrier, stated that in his agency’s
assessment, Russia’s Ukraine operation is not a Chinese model for Taiwan. Rather, the U.S. military presence in
Asia remains a strong deterrent to Chinese military operations.
The U.S. Army War College3 has been conducting wargame scenarios of a surprise Chinese invasion of Taiwan.
By most estimates, Beijing could initially take over the capital and effectively control the island within fourteen
hours. If the U.S. and Japan were to respond immediately, their forces would require about one day to mobilize
and respond, too late to thwart the invading forces. This would force Washington and its Asian allies into an
excruciating series of political decisions regarding whether to retaliate and how, without severe damage to their
own economies and the expansion of a Pacific war that could drag in Russia, North and South Korea, and
several southeast Asia countries, as well as Australia.
In another scenario, Beijing could move against one or several tiny Taiwanese islands just off China’s coastline,
beyond Taipei’s immediate defensive shield, overtly and more provocatively using the People’s Liberation Army
Navy — or more discreetly with its People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia. This subcomponent of China’s armed
forces numbers thousands of trawlers and other fishing vessels, with tens of thousands of personnel, trained and
equipped similarly to a private military company.
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Range of Taiwan’s surface-to-surface missile systems (present and future)
Taiwan has built a robust “porcupine” deterrent posture to defend against growing Chinese
military threats
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Just as Russia deployed soldiers without insignia (“little green men”) in grey-zone warfare to deny official
participation in the 2014 Ukraine invasion, so do the Chinese use this hybrid capability to test pressure levels
they can exert and the influence they can garner, while remaining below the threshold that triggers a U.S.
response. The maritime militia supports Beijing’s military and geopolitical sovereignty claims in the South China
Sea, Japan, and Taiwan — and harasses neighboring navies in sensitive or disputed waters at Beijing’s direction.
It’s been used to briefly seize and occupy islands belonging to the Philippines for trial runs that could be
conducted on smaller Taiwanese islands — particularly to extract and determine the threshold of responses
from the U.S.
Taiwan is monitoring military operations in Ukraine to better recalibrate its own self-defense strategy. Among
the most significant lesson from Ukraine is the need for Taiwan to develop a territorial defense force manned
by well-trained and equipped reserve soldiers from within civilian sectors. The ultimate failure in the eyes of the
Chinese people would be the prospect of an independent Taiwanese guerrilla army killing Chinese soldiers and
law enforcement officers in a prolonged and bloody occupation on the island even if the regular Taiwanese
armed forces were to be defeated.
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Even though possible, it is unlikely that Beijing would embark on a similar Ukrainian-like invasion or series
of rolling military operations against Taiwan for the remainder of 2022, given that Xi’s first order of business
is to secure a third term as Communist Party General Secretary during the autumn party congress. He does
not need to settle the Taiwan issue now to secure that third term. He does need to demonstrate that only he
can effectively govern China and oversee the enormous complexity of its 1.4 billion population, its $18 trillion
economy, and its increasingly kaleidoscopic foreign policy, trade, and military posture arrangements in Asia
and overseas.

Taiwan is monitoring military operations in Ukraine to better recalibrate its own self-defense
strategy which includes the need to develop a territorial defense force manned by well-trained
and equipped reserve soldiers from within civilian sectors.
The Taiwan question then turns on what may occur in 2023, after Xi has secured a third term — potentially
a life term — and feels far more confident about his ability to launch an invasion, however risk-laden.
He could be thinking that this is the ultimate means for achieving a superior position in the pantheon
of modern Communist China, (besides Mao Zedong), having accomplished the fullest vision of Chinese
territorial acquisition.
If Moscow’s initially botched invasion teaches Beijing anything of enduring value, it could be that a Taiwan
operation should be planned with even greater overwhelming force than previously conceived to achieve
its goals immediately and decisively before any Western sanctions could become effective. The success
of such an audacious invasion plan could depend upon the level of Taiwanese offensive and defensive
weapons systems deployed by then, the timing of the Chinese assault against the backdrop of other world
crises or regional conflicts, the level of Chinese economic and technological decoupling from the U.S. and
Europe, and the degree to which internal stockpiles of human food, animal feeds, and energy supplies can
last for the many months, if not longer, than Beijing might expect sanctions to remain in place.
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The expected proliferation regime in the Middle East
Part of China’s long-term energy access assurance strategy lies in its 25-year $400 billion “oil for infrastructure”
investment agreement with Iran. The Iran-China Comprehensive Strategic Partnership agreement signed in
Tehran in March 2021, and Iran’s admission to a multilateral Eurasian diplomatic forum led by China and Russia
six months later, together underscore the importance of bilateral Chinese-Iranian political, economic, and
strategic relations. This partnership has enabled Tehran to resist U.S.-led international sanctions, especially
during the Trump administration’s “maximum pressure” campaign after it withdrew from the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action — the formal name for the Iran nuclear deal agreed to by the Obama administration, along with
China, Russia, the U.K., Germany, and France in 2015.
White House negotiators are accelerating the pace of negotiations with Iranian government officials to restore
the nuclear agreement under conditions that would extend its provision beyond October 2025 — the current
termination date. Because the Iranians refused to meet directly with their American counterparts, the Biden
administration has relied on Russian petitioners to convey negotiation positions, even during Putin’s invasion of
Ukraine. Iran is believed to have breached most of its nuclear weapons development limits in the original 2015
agreement. It is currently producing near-weapons-grade nuclear fuel and is thought to be just weeks away
from a sufficient supply of highly enriched uranium to build its first bomb.
Leaked reports indicate a new Iran deal would sunset in nine years, leaving the Iranians free to move toward
deploying nuclear weapons on ballistic missiles unencumbered by 2031. Iran’s Sunni Arab neighbors, along
with Israel, are hedging their diplomatic positions and military postures in vehement opposition to any sunset
provision, insisting that all restrictions be permanent. They continue to reserve their endorsement of U.S. and
European retaliation against Russia as possible leverage in the Iran negotiating framework.

Countries within range of Iranian missiles
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Source: CSIS Missile Defense Project, 2020.
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Tehran has several red line negotiating demands: all U.S. sanctions imposed by President Obama when he
approved the 2015 agreement, and those additionally imposed by President Trump in 2018 when he withdrew
from the agreement, must be lifted; the U.S. must lift the foreign terrorist organization designation from the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC); and the U.S. must guarantee that no future president can withdraw
from the agreement, as Trump did. If the White House successfully strikes a deal, Iran could access up to
$130 billion in frozen foreign assets — with an initial tranche of $11 billion, over a quarter of its annual budget.
China is seeking assured access to Iran’s oil supplies, as well as increased trade and an influential ally in the
vital energy-rich region. Russia sees Tehran as a regional ally and a more robust arms purchaser and intends
to expand trade with Iran — including increasing its supply of nuclear fuel, maintenance, and training for Iranian
nuclear power plants. Though Moscow is reeling from sweeping Western sanctions, Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov announced that Russia’s nuclear power and other agreements with Iran would be exempted.
Every step closer Tehran gets to a nuclear weapons capability raises louder alarms in neighboring Saudi Arabia,
the Arab country most threatened by a resurgent and well-funded — and potentially nuclear-armed — Iran. At the
conventional level, Iranian-backed Houthi rebels in Yemen launched their latest series of escalating rocket and
drone attacks against Saudi petroleum facilities after 375 Houthi cross-border attacks against Saudi Arabia last
year, just prior to the early April announcement of a ceasefire during the Muslim Ramadan month ahead, but well
after the Biden administration removed the Houthis from the U.S. terrorist designation list as a negotiation incentive.
Riyadh has been unnerved about the White House Iran strategy as soon as President Biden announced early in
his administration that he would launch negotiations to re-enter the agreement. Saudi officials complain they have
not yet had any meaningful explanation for why Biden, on the 2020 presidential campaign trail, stated he would
no longer sell weapons to Riyadh, and he would make Saudi Arabia “the pariah they are,” and that “there is very
little socially redeeming value in the present government in Saudi Arabia.”
The United Arab Emirates (UAE), smaller and energy rich, shares the Saudi opposition to an Iranian nuclear
weapons program, along with Israel, whom Tehran’s leaders have publicly and repeatedly declared they intend to
eliminate as a nation-state. Perceiving the Biden administration to be re-arming and re-financing Iran, these key
U.S. allies are pressuring the White House for security guarantees, including boosting missile defense against
Iranian short-range and ballistic missiles. If they feel those guarantees are insufficient, they may turn to Russia
as Iran’s patron to help guarantee their own national security.

The UAE shares the Saudi opposition to an Iranian nuclear weapons program, along with
Israel, whom Tehran’s leaders have publicly and repeatedly declared they intend to eliminate
as a nation-state.
The latest thorn in U.S.-Saudi relations, historically premised on the basis of secure Saudi oil supplies for the
global economy in exchange for U.S. security for the Saudi kingdom, is the White House’s request for increased
Saudi oil production in the wake of the Ukraine invasion. Saudi Arabia, which supplies over 12% of the world’s oil,
maintains the unique capability to increase or decrease oil production by as much as two million barrels at will.
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Washington wants to assure allies in Europe and Asia that oil supplies will not be hampered in the medium to
long term and looks to increase global production to help reduce energy inflation among American voters.
Riyadh and Abu Dhabi have both adhered to the OPEC+ agreement with Russia to not increase production
at this time — helping maintain higher petroleum prices that happen to fund Russia’s military budget.
The Saudi leadership is so concerned about the possible withdrawal of U.S. security that it is standing by
Russia and considering conducting its hydrocarbon sales to China in yuan, rather than in dollars. The so-called
petrodollar has been a mainstay of the global economy for decades. The White House is concerned that the
perception of a gradual chipping away at the dollar’s uniquely dominant status in foreign exchange markets
would imperil federal government support for vital domestic programs and worsen U.S. trade balances with
China, Germany, and other leading economies.
In addition to sturdy ties to Russia, Riyadh is increasingly looking to Beijing as a reliable partner that can help
maintain stability in the Middle East, ensure the Strait of Hormuz chokepoint remains open for oil exports,
and — as Iran’s main export customer under their $400 billion energy for investment agreement with China —
persuade Iran to pursue peaceful coexistence with its neighbors. China is currently Saudi Arabia’s largest trading
partner, annually purchasing a quarter of all Saudi oil exports. Beijing has a significant interest in Saudi stability,
especially given its long-term dependence on oil imports. Beijing’s support also comes free of diplomatic
demarches about human rights, environmental, and labor practices that often comprise Washington’s foreign
policy portfolio.
Beijing and Riyadh also announced several joint nuclear projects in the kingdom, with the stated goal of helping
the world’s largest oil producer develop a nuclear energy program — a strategic hedge against Iran’s ongoing
nuclear energy development. The Chinese and Saudi militaries have begun to train together, and in March, Saudi
and Chinese military drone manufacturers announced that joint design and production facilities would open in the
kingdom. Anxious about Iran’s potential nuclear weapons breakout, Saudi Arabia has also been building ballistic
missiles with the assistance of Chinese People’s Liberation Army engineers and technicians.
China’s Middle East penetration includes Egypt, the most populous Arab nation with 100 million citizens in a
$400 billion economy that controls the strategic Suez Canal chokepoint — of which Chinese shipping companies
are the largest customers, given its connectivity between the maritime superhighway of the Indian Ocean through
the Red Sea to European markets via the Mediterranean Sea.
Cairo enjoys a “comprehensive strategic partnership” with Beijing, having joined the Belt Road Initiative in 2016.
Chinese companies are now financing and building Egypt’s new administrative capital east of Cairo, additional
industrial facilities near the Suez Canal, and a new container port on the Mediterranean coast. Beijing aims to
transform Egypt into a regional manufacturing and distribution hub serving the Middle East, North Africa, and
Europe, in conjunction with ports owned or operated by Chinese companies in Israel, Greece, and Lebanon.
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Food shortage crisis
Both Egypt and Lebanon face significant food shortage problems emanating from the Ukraine war — with the
potential social ramifications that can exceed the Arab revolts of 2011. Egypt is the world’s top importer of wheat,
with more than 70% of supplies from either Russia or Ukraine. Cairo officials maintain that the country’s stocks
will be enough to last through the summer. Even as supply is not an immediate concern, the high price of wheat
due to Black Sea export disruptions — with increases as much as 30% in just the past several weeks — may
require the government to subsidize bread loaves more heavily in a country where a third of the population lives
below the poverty line.
Lebanon received more than 80% of its 2020 wheat from Ukraine alone. The broader concern about the country’s
political stability is especially acute, given the past two years of government paralysis and economic deterioration.
The current crisis is aggravated by Iranian funding of the Shia Islamist Hezbollah political party participating in the
Lebanese parliament since 1992. The Director of National Intelligence (DNI) still classifies Hezbollah as a terrorist
organization whose history includes suicide attacks that killed hundreds of U.S. Marines in 1983.
Before the invasion, it was assumed that about 24 million tons of wheat sown last fall would be shipped out of
Ukraine starting in the summer (according to the International Food Policy Research Institute). That export may
be slashed by as much as 75% if Russian forces move closer to the Ukrainian port of Odessa. U.S. Deputy
Secretary of State Wendy Sherman warned that Russian attacks against food-bearing ships are preventing
wheat and other foods from reaching the Mediterranean en route to other Middle Eastern, North African, and
South Asian countries such as Pakistan, Libya, Tunisia, Yemen, and Morocco — all of which rely heavily on
Ukrainian imports to feed their populations. EU officials stress that such food shortages south and east of
Europe’s Mediterranean borders could “increase the migration pressure on Europe” after the 2015 migration
flows from conflict-laden countries upended European politics and likely triggered the United Kingdom’s exit
from the EU.

Before the invasion, it was assumed that about 24 million tons of wheat sown last fall would be
shipped out of Ukraine starting in the summer — but that export may be slashed by as much as
75% if Russian forces move closer to the port of Odessa.
The regional wheat supply disruption is further impaired by flooding in China that delayed a third of its wheat
crop. According to China’s agriculture ministry, the upcoming harvest “can be said to be the worst in history.”
China has about one-fifth of the world’s population to feed, but only about 7% of its arable land. Current Chinese
wheat purchases in a diminished global export supply to compensate for domestic shortages caused greater
upward pressure on prices.
The global wheat market requires slight additional perspective, as the Black Sea exports constitute one-quarter
of the world’s total exports, not total global production. Most of the world’s wheat is produced for domestic
consumption, especially in highly populated countries such as China and India — each with over one billion
citizens. Black Sea exports are a small fraction of the global wheat crop, perhaps as little as 1%. India has been
rapidly increasing its wheat planting for several years, and the U.S., Australia, Canada, Argentina, South Africa,
and Brazil are ahead of pace also.
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The potential crisis in the Middle East and North Africa is not a wheat production or supply problem, but a
shipping shortage. Switching supply chains to India and other source countries will take time, especially as pricing
has been unwittingly supercharged due to initial investor fears of supply shortages. That causes governments to
redirect scarce public funds away from schools, hospitals, infrastructure, and other productivity and developmentenhancing projects — a downward spiral of growth reduction and further impoverishment. Until new wheat supply
chains can be arranged, Egypt, Lebanon, and other regional countries must avoid any prolonged food shortages
that threaten their citizens’ lives and lead to widespread social unrest and possible political revolutions.

The emerging shape of the fracturing global order
The intensification of food shortages is just one of several unintended consequences of the invasion of Ukraine,
just as war has historically produced a varying series of unintended consequences for warring nations and
broader regions — sometimes with worldwide effects.
The Ukraine war has reordered the security architecture of all of Europe, for decades under the nuclear security
umbrella of the U.S. After the end of the Cold War, most European countries exploited the peace dividend. They
drastically reduced their defense budgets and enhanced social spending in anticipation of an illusory perpetual
peace across the continent. Putin’s invasion of Ukraine has shattered that illusion for the foreseeable future. Europe
may also have to prepare for the long-term absorption of five million Ukrainian refugees whose home country is
being deliberately marked for destruction by the slow grind strategy of the Russian military. Weeks into the invasion,
Putin is determined to annihilate Ukraine’s domestic military-industrial base, incapacitate it as a military power, and
ensure it cannot become a meaningful partner to NATO or any perceived external foes against Moscow.
The question now beyond the future of Ukraine’s military is whether Putin seeks to also obliterate the country’s
civilian industrial sector — rendering it into long-term failure closer to the non-state that Putin believes it to be.
It is ironic that the Ukrainian nation that Putin deemed to be historically fraudulent, though a fractious people
in peacetime, have galvanized in newfound unity that includes ethnic Russians repulsed by Moscow’s invasion
against their collective national identity. But the greater the damage to Ukraine’s economy, the longer that
millions of its citizens will remain in Europe — with attendant consequences for national budgets, essential
services, and EU social harmony.
Weeks into the invasion, many of the initial impacts of the Western sanctions may have begun to ameliorate,
especially the stunning initial collapse of the ruble. Towards the horizon, it is not in the U.S. or European interest to
have Russia become a failed state. Despite its commodity superpower status, Russia may not be able to sustain
oil and gas production at current amounts without the Western companies that have departed, and without the
Western equipment and technology that need advanced maintenance and quality spare parts. A nation with
thousands of nuclear weapons and a broken regime controlling one-eighth of the world’s inhabited landmass,
spanning from the Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans, is a permanently dangerous one. The durability of sanctions
will be under increasing pressure as Russia’s most vital natural resource exports become increasingly untenable.
Putin may also believe that the Biden administration will not allow for extended economic harm to the U.S.
economy as the 2022 Congressional elections approach. Similarly, Moscow may expect U.S. defense spending
to remain modest and unable to meet growing security challenges in both Europe and Asia. True European
energy resilience bolstered by rapid additional U.S. oil and gas supplies probably requires waivers or reversals
of federal environmental regulations that the administration will be loath to enact. Increased defense spending
without additional debt accumulation would necessitate offsets in the form of reduced spending for social welfare
programs. Both would be vehemently opposed by the President’s political base.
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On the international geo-economic front, the long-term concern is the pursuit by many non-Western countries
of alternate financial and monetary platforms to the U.S. dollar — given how swiftly and devastatingly Washington
and Brussels forged a Western coalition of states trying to financially isolate and decimate Russia’s G20 economy.
If such an influential economy can be targeted, leaders in Asia, Africa, and Latin America may ask, so can their
less influential ones, especially if they are accused as bad global actors of genocide, massive human rights
abuses, and potentially environmental or climate-related crimes. For the near term, there is no viable alternative
to the dollar’s dominance — especially because there is no viable replacement today, but countries can be
expected to accelerate the pace of chasing dollar alternatives.
Beijing envisions the yuan as an eventual competitor currency to the dollar, and the Western focus on Russia’s
invasion has offered the Chinese Communist Party a useful reprieve from intensified scrutiny. As its economy
is hampered by continued zero-COVID policies even under milder variants, the buildup towards the invasion
obscured many of the human rights criticisms leading up to the February Olympics. Amid the Ukraine war,
Beijing is constantly recalculating its posture regarding Russian relations, pronounced at the Olympics to be
at their unlimited apex, without triggering EU sanctions or harming trade relations in European markets.
The Belt Road initiative has been designed with a strategic consideration of overland trade links with Russia,
the EU, and the Middle East to end prolonged dependence on U.S.-patrolled international shipping lanes. The
intense reaction among most European societies to reports of Russian atrocities and war crimes in Ukraine
means that perceived Chinese complicity in Russia’s actions could lead to highly deleterious trade blowbacks.
At the same time, China’s Taiwan unification plans, unclear in execution if clear in future intent, will face new
and perplexing challenges. Chinese leaders for decades have openly declared the same overarching objectives.
They seek to maintain absolute and unchallenged Communist Party power, unify Taiwan, control the South and
East China Seas, and restore China’s rightful place as the dominant power in Asia — and the most powerful
country in the world by 2050.
The Taiwan issue looms largest in the aftermath of Ukraine. If the U.S. and other countries begin to rapidly
provide major defense systems to Taiwan, Beijing may conclude it needs to move more swiftly against Taiwan
before its overwhelming military superiority is compromised by Taipei’s “porcupine” defense. The inverse risk
must also be considered among Washington policy planners and their counterparts in Asian allied countries.
They must balance their intention to help defend Taiwan with the possibility their actions will inadvertently
convince China to strike more quickly and devastatingly, while its military superiority is at peak level.
At the same time, Beijing cannot afford to undergo a similar sanctions regime as the West imposed on Russia.
Its economy remains far too dependent upon Western financing and technology to sustain the growth rates
necessary to accommodate the popular compact with Communist Party rule, which also requires continued
access to oil and natural gas supplies from Russia and the Middle East.
Iran’s unending aspiration under the current theocratic regime since 1979 to become the regional hegemon is
closer to realization as negotiations advance to have the U.S. re-enter the multi-national nuclear agreement. The
financial and strategic benefits that accrue to Tehran will be immediately available, as will the further consolidation
and probable expansion of a Sunni Arab bloc comprised of Saudi Arabia, UAE, and Egypt coordinating with Israel
under the Abraham Accords to address regional energy and food crises, to diplomatically isolate Tehran, and to
prepare for possible war.
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The expected proliferation regime in the Middle East, predicated on both ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons,
will also include added layers of rapidly deployable and increasingly lethal drones. The entire region will receive
the competing influence efforts of not only the U.S., with a vital interest openly declared by President Carter in
1979, but also by the Russian presence in Syria and Libya, as well as the Chinese expansion of military bases,
container ports, and infrastructure investment throughout. The newly multi-polar world may find its most vivid
application in a Middle East further driven by internecine rivalries as well as potential widespread social unrest.
Shipping disruptions leading to food shortages may be only the first of other crises outside Ukraine that have
yet to emerge because they require months, not mere weeks, to manifest.
Besides the multiple unintended consequences of the invasion of Ukraine, further reflection also draws the
geopolitical observer to respect the statements of national and world leaders, however odious. Putin has
repeatedly stated for fifteen years his belief that Ukraine is not an actual country, despite its sovereign status
since 1991, its seat in the UN, and its many bilateral and international agreements with other countries — including
a security guarantee agreement with Russia.
Xi and other leaders are adamant that Taiwan be incorporated into the People’s Republic of China, ideally willingly
and by force if necessary. As did Putin with Ukraine, Xi, in January 2019, again asserted that Taiwan’s unification
with China is “the great trend of history.” All that is uncertain is when and how China will try to achieve its objective,
unless the U.S. and its Asian allies can craft and execute a credible deterrent strategy in favor of maintaining the
status quo for all parties.
Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei is similarly committed to his unique vision for the future of the Middle
East, as he stated in a May 2020 televised speech that “the Zionist regime is a deadly, cancerous growth and a
detriment to this region. It will undoubtedly be uprooted and destroyed.”
Washington ignores such open pronouncements at its peril, and those of its allies. Strategic empathy is the
ability to assess other great states’ interests through their openly stated historical frameworks and civilizational
interpretations. This also helps U.S. national leaders and foreign policy planners acknowledge the agency of other
countries and their respective leaders independently of Washington’s actions. Western leaders and media too
often dismiss absurd and extreme statements by foreign leaders as domestically directed alone, as if external
audiences cannot read and interpret speeches given in Russian, Mandarin, or Persian. This fallacious cognitive
bias of mirror imaging is a critical vulnerability of many Western analysts and policymakers, as the innocent
citizens of Ukraine have learned most brutally.
The emerging shape of the fracturing global order we are entering is marked by dangerous, nuclear-armed
fronts in both eastern Europe and the western Pacific. Russia, China, and Iran seek to compel weaker nations to
succumb to their will through the explicit use of hard power as a national asset. The U.S. and its allies in Asia and
Europe aim to deter these powers from engaging in unprovoked war to attain geopolitical objectives. America’s
willingness to credibly include the use of military force to support diplomacy that achieves strategic objectives
can be its greatest strength — if the capacity and will for high-stakes brinkmanship within the global balance of
fluctuating power can prevail.

1. Chinese customs data, 2022.
2. VOA, China News, “Studies Reveal China’s Dominant Position in High-Tech Minerals,” 5/30/21.
3. The United States Army War College is a U.S. Army educational institution that provides graduate-level instruction to senior military officers and civilians to prepare
them for senior leadership assignments and responsibilities.
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